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Right, it’s another point in the month where I’m fairly exhausted of ideas, so I’m just 
going to do some more random words ranked. My plan is to blog about Staines 
again tomorrow(!), and then I’m going to do another short story. After that? Who 
knows? What I do know is that I’ll be at least slightly refreshed. I’m just saying short 
stories are a break in that… Sorry, I don’t know what I’m talking about, I don’t think I 
will be refreshed. If anything I’ll be more tired. And on that honest and rambling note, 
let’s go!

Last place in the list is the word… 

Father

Wow, this one’s awkward, that’s the peril of not skipping words random word 
generators come up with. Let’s euphemistically say he’s a person I like to avoid. Or I 
could say I like avoiding him more than life itself - still a euphemism. He’s good with 
his hands, though. :)

Bloodshed

Needless to say, bloodshed is completely wrong. I’m not into mass violence at all. I 
guess it’s TECHNICALLY blood shed when I have monthly blood tests, but even 
then, it’s not as if I enjoy that in any way. Why would you? It stings! The nurses seem 
to enjoy it, though. 

Exploit 

Similarly it’s not ok to exploit people. For example ‘give me 50p or I will pin you down 
and fart on you.’ Sadly in primary school I didn’t get a choice and making things 
worse, he was my friend, which could have contributed to paranoid schizophrenia. 
Somehow he found a way to fart over and over again and he wouldn’t tell me how. :S

Revolution 

Is there anything in life that I think needs to be revolutionised? This may sound 
unbelievable but I’m fairly happy with the way things are going right now. Not perfect, 
not too bad. I guess people should have the right cancel go karting appointments if 
something comes up and you can’t make them. I’m not sure if a whole revolution is 
justified in that case, but it is food for thought. 

Class

I have mixed feelings about classes. You try learning when you hear voices in your 
head and all that stuff. Voices such as ‘hahaha smell that!’ and ‘there’s more to 
come!’ If I were to take a class now? I wouldn’t hate the act of learning, but I would 
hate the idea of going backwards. Really, I should be the one who teaches, but what 
would I teach? How to fart over and over again? Even that’s a mystery. 

Social

Some social interactions are better than others. Certain friends may be annoying, but 
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there is a certain wisdom with some of them. A certain skill. An elusive skill. Other 
people however, sometimes look at me as if I’m the one who farts on people. Not 
true, I don’t know how. Not repeatedly, anyway, I’m 35!!

Oven

Mmm oven cooked food, let’s see an oven try and fart on you. Right now, anyway. 
Who knows, maybe with A.I. ovens will be able to fart on people in the future. You 
have to wonder what’s going on in the mind of a computer scientist who comes up 
with a product like THAT, but now that I’ve put the thought out there? Anything can 
happen! 

Difference

Nothing wrong with differences, obviously. ‘Er hypocrite much?’ Exactly. Still though, 
what would you want to put on a wound, for example? Antibiotics or something that’s 
different? And who would you rather have treating you? A qualified nurse or a 
random guy again who is described as ‘different’? Very risky stuff. 

Function

It’s good when things function, I guess. So dysfunctional things are bad? Well you 
could say that, but I would call myself dysfunctional and therefore I’d have to dislike 
myself which makes no sense. I don’t like it when other people are dysfunctional, 
though. You don’t want a badly trained car mechanic! But what’s the worst I can do? 
Make a spelling mistake? Who cares. Then again, I do sometimes write things I 
regret. 

Approve

Oh yes please. However, you can want approval a little too much and end up joining 
the police, the army etc., and end up doing things you don’t really want to do, such 
as travel the world and be shot at. So be careful. Approval from a doctor, though? 
Great! And you know what? I do get approval from doctors. Not psychiatric doctors, 
but my physical health is just fine.

Harvest

Yum yum, cocoa harvests! Sadly you can’t harvest fully produced chocolate bars, but 
you almost can, in a way. It would be a pleasing thought if people could gather 
Toblerones and Milky Ways, etc. from trees or whatever. A bit of magic in the world. 

Resource

Similar to harvests, but more diverse and therefore better. CD resources are great, 
as are well, use your imagination. (I’m asking you to do that, as believe it or not I got 
stuck. You’d think it would be easy to list more than one thing when you have an 
almost infinite list of possibilities, wouldn’t you?) I hate to sound materialistic but let’s 
face it, resources are better than many of my friends. 
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Right, another ten things ranked! My dad not doing too well there, but I did find one 
positive thing to say about him. My friends not doing too great either, but I certainly 
like them more than bloodshed and even classes! Wowee. And that’s it, bye!


